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An integral is defined for not necessarily bounded functions, with respect to a 
finitely additive, possibly infinite measure. In particular this strictly includes the 
familiar case of absolutely convergent improper Riemann integration in Euclidean 
space. However, the measure need not have a countably additive extension, and no 
topology is assumed on the underlying space. The “Jordan field,” of sets with 
integrable characteristic functions, is used to characterize the integrable functions as 
those that are “nearly” Jordan measurable, and their integrals are shown to equal 
the (Lebesgue) integrals of the measures of the appropriate Jordan sets. 0 1988 
Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The motivation for this paper arose from problems in ergodic theory. 
There one encounters relative asymptotic densities of sequences of integers, 
which give rise to (non-negative) measures (on sets of integers) that are 
only finitely additive and that may become infinite. The functions that one 
wishes to integrate with respect to such measures are in general unboun- 
ded. Thus it becomes desirable to develop a theory of what might be called 
“improper Riemann integration, ” in a reasonably general setting; that is the 
object of this paper. The main theorem (5.4 below) will be applied to 
ergodic theory in a subsequent paper. 
In the case of “proper Riemann integration,” of bounded functions with 
respect to a finite, finitely additive measure, Ridder [ll, 123 showed that 
the measure p extends naturally to the (finitely additive) field of sets with 
integrable characteristic functions--called the “Jordan field” in the present 
paper (since in the classical case of Riemann integration in Euclidean space 
it consists of the Jordan measurable sets). He further showed that the 
integrable functions are precisely those functions f that are “nearly Jordan 
measurable” in the sense that the sets f-‘[t, co) are in the Jordan field for 
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all but countably many values of t. Much later, Topsee 
ved that, for non-negative,f, we then have 
[14, p. 291 obser- 
(1) 
this last integral being an ordinary Lebesgue (or Riemann) integral. Here 
we show that all this can be extended to the “improper” case, though the 
arguments (when the total measure is infinite) become quite delicate. When 
the measure ,u has a a-finite a-additive extension, (1) is a simple special 
case of Fubini’s theorem applied to the ordinate set off: But in general 
there is no such extension, and it seems rather remarkable that (1 ), the 
“ordinate set theorem,” continues to hold. 
We allow our integrals to take infinite values, distinguishing “integrable” 
from “summable,” which applies to functions with finite integrals. We 
restrict attention throughout to “absolute integration,” requiring that the 
positive and negative parts of the integrand have integrals that are not 
both infinite. In effect this means that we can restrict attention to non- 
negative functions-a retriction imposed throughout Sections 4 and 5, and 
most of Section 6. We also make the mild requirement (eesentially a nor- 
malization) that the measure is determined by the sets of finite measure, in 
the sense that 
p(E) = sup{@: A c E, ,uLA < co}. (2) 
(See 4.1 below.) The integral f(f) of a non-negative function f is then 
defined to be the supremum of the integral Z,(f“) of the bounded function 
f’ (where f’(x) = min(f( ) x , c ) , c > 0) over the set A of finite p, as A and c 
vary. This definition is shown (6.4) to be equivalent to one expressed in 
terms of limits (for which the restriction to non-negative f is unnecessary). 
Our definition also incidentally provides a simple unified treatment of 
(absolute) improper Riemann integration in the familiar Euclidean case. 
A quite different, and differently motivated, approach to the integration 
of (possibly) unbouded functions with respect o finitely additive measures 
is given by K.P.S. and M. Bhaskara Rao [lo]. There too the theory can be 
reduced to integrating non-negative functions with respect o non-negative 
“charges’‘-that is, with respect o finitely additive measures in the present 
terminology. It turns out that a function integrable in the sense of [lo] is 
integrable (and in fact summable) in the present sense, and the integrals are 
then the same; but not conversely. We discuss this in 6.3 below. 
The functions we consider are always real-valued. (More general values 
have been considered under additional topological or measure-theoretic 
conditions; see, for example, [2].) And, throughout what follows, all 
measures are understood to be finitely additive and non-negative. 
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The paper begins (Sections 2, 3) with a rapid outline of essentially 
known material. Both sections are concerned with the “proper” integration 
of bounded functions with respect to finite measures. Section 2 gives the 
basic definitions; in particular, the Jordan field is defined and some of its 
properties are stated. In Section 3 we specialize, by way of example, to a 
topological measure space with a countably additive (finite) measure. 
There, as shown by S. Marcus [7], the Jordan field and the (bounded) 
integrable functions have the exptected characterizations. The restriction to 
bounded functions and finite measures, in Section 3, is removed later (4.6). 
The general “improper” case, for non-negative functions, is dealt with in 
Section 4. First we allow the integrand to be unbounded while the measure 
is still finite; then this last restriction is dropped. The section ends with a 
discussion of some examples, including the improper Riemann integral on 
the line. 
In Section 5 the “nearly Jordan measurable” criterion for integrability is 
derived, and the “ordinate set theorem” (1) is proved. Finally, Section 6 
considers some further properties of the integral, the proofs of which 
depend on the integrability criterion of Section 5, compares the present 
theory with that in [lo] and outlines an alternative but equivalent 
approach to the present theory. 
2. THE “PROPER” CASE 
2.1. We begin with a rapid outline of what might be called “proper 
abstract Riemann integration.” The contents of Section 2 are not new (see, 
for example, [lo, 13]), but are included here to establish notation and to 
state explicitly some results that will be needed later, particularly concern- 
ing the “Jordan field” (2.7). Our approach is essentially that of Daniell. 
Throughout the paper we suppose that d is a given (finitely additive) 
field of subsets of a set X, and that ZI is a finitely additive, non-negative, 
extended-real-valued measure on 8. In the present section (Section 2) and 
the next we assume further that p is finite. Let & denote the set of all 
bounded real-valued functions on X, and let Sp denote the linear subspace 
of Y0 generated by the characteristic functions xE, E E 8. Thus Y consists 
of the “step functions” C {aiXEi: 1 < i< n}, where E,, EZ, . . . . E, are 
pairwise disjoint members of 5 with union X. 
The map sending XE to pE, for all EE 8, extends (uniquely and 
obviously) to a linear map I,: 9’ + IR (the real line); and this “pre-integral” 
I,, is “positive” (that is, if fE F0 and f(x) > 0 for all x E X, then Z,(f) 2 0) 
and therefore “order-preserving” (in the sense: if f, g E F0 and f < g-that 
is, f(x) < g(x) for all x E X-then Z,f < I,, g. We define the “integral” Z by 
applying the following extension process to I, (compare [4]). 
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2.2. In this paragraph and the next, we write “L: 9 + W” to mean 
that Y is a linear subspace of S$ and L is a (real-valued) positive linear 
functional on 9. Given L: .Y --+ R and g E FO, we define 
L*(g)=inf{L(h): h~5!‘, h> g], 
L*(g) = suP{L(f):f~ YP, .f‘< 81, 
and 
8= {gE&:L*(g)=L*(g)}. 
It is easy to see that 8 is a linear space containing 9, and that L 
extends to L: B + R, where t(g) = L*(g) = L,(g). And it is not hard to 
check that 9 is the largest linear subspace of Y0 to which L has a unique 
linear poiitive extension. Further, we have (L)* = L* and (E), = L,, 
whence (L) = J?. 
2.3. Now apply the construction in 2.2 to the situation in 2.1, 
taking 9’ = 9 and L = I,. We write 9 (that is, 2) as 9, the “integrable 
functions”, or as 9(X) or #(CC?, CL) or .9(X, &, p) as needed; and we have 
the “integral” &: .a -+ R, extending Z,. We write z as Z, or I,. In par- 
ticular, .f is a linear subspace of 9$ containing 9’; Z is a positive real linear 
function on Y; and, for all EE 8, XEE .Y and Z(xE) = Z&E) = pE. Also, 
from 2.2, 9 is maximal in the sense that d is the largest linear subspace of 
& to which I, has a unique positive linear extension. It can also be 
checked that Z is the smallest extension of Z, in the following sense: if 
L: 9 + IF!, where XE E 9 and L(xE) = pE for all E E 8, then 9 c 9 and 
tp = I. 
We shall also need the “upper” and “lower” integrals I* and I,, defined 
as in 2.2. Note that (for all g E PO) I, g < Z*g, with equality if and only if 
g E 9, when both equal Z(g). Further (from 2.2) I* = (I,,)* and I, = (I,), . 
2.4. Elementary properties of the integral. We list, for convenient 
reference, some easily-checked properties. 
(1) If g E &,, the following are equivalent: 
(a) gE9; 
(b) given E > 0, there exist f, h E Y such that f< g d h and 
40 -f) < E; 
(c) given EBO, there is a partition X=U(E,: 1 Gj<n} of X 
into pairwise disjoint members of 8, such that 
CT= i (Mj - mi) PEj < E, where mi = inf{ g(x): x E Ej} and 
M,=sup(g(x): XEZz,}; 
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(d) the same as (c) except that “pairwise disjoint” is replaced by 
“non-overlapping”; that is, p(Ej n Ei) = 0 when 1 d i < j Q n. 
(2)(a) The constant functions are in 9. 
(b) IfJ ge3, then alsoJ+ g,f.g, max(f, g), min(f,g), and (iff 
is bounded away from 0) l/f all E 9. 
2.5. The Euclidean case. The familiar Riemann integral over an 
interval (“box”) X in d-dimensional Euclidean space FF’ is, of course, the 
special case of the preceding construction in which 8 is the field generated 
(for instance) by the family of all closed boxes, and p is d-dimensional 
volume. Many other choices of d would, of course, give rise to the same 
integral (see for instance 2.7(4)). As a more general example, X could be 
any bounded Lebesgue measurable subset of IF!‘, with d the field generated 
by the intersections of X with the closed boxes, and ZJ = d-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure. 
2.6. Inner and outer measure. Returning to the general case, we 
define the inner and outer measure of Y c X as usual by 
/L*(Y)=su~{@EE&,EcY}, 
p*(Y)=inf{pE: EE&‘, Er> Y}, 
and easily see that (in the notation of 2.3) if Y, 2 c X and f, g E &: 
(1) ~*Y=(Z,)*(XY)=Z*(XY), ~*y=(z,)*(xy)=z*(xy); 
(2) Z*(f+g)<Z*f+Z*g, Z*(f+g)>Z,f+Z,g, and if f+g= 
h E 9’ then Z*f + I, g = Zh; whence 
(3) ~*(YuZ)<~*Y+~*Z,~,(YuZ)>~,Y+~,Zif YnZ=@, 
and P*(Y)=PX-PJWY); 
(4) ~*Y~~*(YnZ)+~*(r\Z)$~*Y; 
(5) if E,FE&’ and EnF#@ then p*(Yn(EuF))=p*(YnE)+ 
p*(YnF) and pL*(Yn(EuF)=pL*(YnE)+p*(YnF). 
We also note, for future use, that 
(6) if f is a bounded non-negative function on X, then Z*f = 0 if and 
only if p* { x: f(x) > c} = 0 for all c > 0. 
2.7. The Jordan field. As an easy consequence of the previous 
results, we have: 
(1) The following statements about a subset A of X are equivalent: 
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(a) Given E > 0, there exist B, CE B such that Bc A c C and 
P( C\B) < E. 
(b) p*A = /L+A. 
(c) For all YcX, p*(An Y)+p*((.UA)n Y)=p*Y. 
(d) For all YcX, pL*(An Y)+p*((X\A)n Y)=p,Y. 
(e) XAEXJ. 
We denote the family of all sets A c X that satisfy these equivalent 
conditions by $(&‘), or f(X), or 2 for short, and say that 9 is the 
“Jordan field” generated by 8 and ZL In fact, it is a routine matter to verify: 
(2) 2 is a (finitely additive) field of subsets of X, and f 18. 
If A E f, we have p*A = pL* A; denote their common value temporarily 
by ,ii. We then have: 
(3) pi is a (finitely additive) measure on f, extending ~1. 
Moreover, 11 on $ defines exactly the same integral as does p on 6; that 
is, 
(4) Y(8, iii) = Y(a, PU) and Z(Y,iQ = I(&‘, ~1. 
In fact, the upper and lower integrals Z* and I, are the same for (2, z?) 
as for (8, cl). Accordingly we henceforth simplify the notation by writing pi 
as ZL Thus we can now write 
(5) pA=Z(xA) for all AE~. 
We also note that iterating the process does not produce anything new; 
that is, 
(6) f(Y(6) = Y(F). 
For the integrals defined by (&‘, ZL) and by (2, p) are the same. 
Remark. The equivalences in (1) were noted, in more general form, by 
TopsBe (the “splitting lemma”, [ 14, p. 41). As TopsBe remarks, the idea 
really goes back to Caratheodory, whose criterion for measurability, 
familiar for countably additive measures, is applicable also in the finitely 
additive case. 
2.8 Jordan fields. As just observed (2.7(6)), the Jordan field 
y(b, p) produced by the above construction has the property that 
$(S, p) = 4(,=$(S, p), p). Conversely, if L@ is a (finitely additive) field of 
sets with a (finite) finitely additive measure v such that (X, v)= 
Y((L%?. v), v), then (S, v) is the Jordan field generated by itself; we refer to 
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such fields (2, v) as “Jordan fields.” They are characterized by the 
property: whenever x,4 E 3(X, v), we have A E 2. Such fields are called 
“full” in [13, p. 171. 
If (X, v) is Jordan, then 2 must be “complete with respect o v,” in the 
sense that, whenever v* Y = 0 then YE 2 and v Y = 0. However, a complete 
field need not be Jordan. This is shown by the following example. 
Let X be the unit interval [0, 11; let 8’ be the field (of subsets of X) 
generated by the rational intervals; and let d be the completion of 8 with 
respect to Lebesgue measure A. Let A be an irrational subinterval of X. 
Then x,4 E 9(X, 8, A), from 2.4( 1); but A $8. Thus (8, A) is complete but 
not Jordan. 
2.9. Examples. The most important example is doubtless the 
usual Riemann integral s4: f(t) dt. More generally, we have the situation of 
a topological space with a measure that has a countably additive extension, 
suitably related to the topology; this we shall consider in some detail in 
Section 3. The following three examples are also of interest; the first of 
them will be of use to us later (6.1). 
EXAMPLE A. The underlying space X is N= {I, 2, 3, . ..}. The field 8 
consists of the subsets E of N such that either E or N\E is finite; and p is 
defined by: pE = 0 if E is finite, 1 if E is colinite. (Cf. [ 10, 4.2.61.) As an 
easy consequence of 2.7(l)(a), the Jordan field here coincides with 8. (In 
fact, f = 8 whenever ~1 takes ony 2 values and (8, p) is complete.) Using 
2.4( l)(b, c), one finds: 
(1) In Example A, a bounded jimction f is integrable if, and only if, 
lim n _ ~ f(n) exists; and then Z(f) = lim, _ m f(n). 
EXAMPLE B. Again we take X= N, but the field 8 is larger, consisting 
of the subsets E of N such that the asymptotic density 6(E) is either 0 or 1. 
We define ,uE = 6(E). As before, 9 coincides with 8. For the integral we 
find (with somewhat more trouble): 
(2) In Example B, a bounded function f is integrable if, and only if, 
there exists a set E of density 1 such that the limit of f(n) as n + co in E 
exists; and then this limit equals Z( f ). 
It follows that (if f is integrable) the (C, 1) limit lim, f ( = lim, _ ,( f (1) + 
f(2) + . . . + f(n))/n) exists and equals I(f ). The converse is not true, in 
general (example: f(n) = ( - l)“), but the following partial converse can be 
established: In Example B, if f is bounded and non-negative, and if lim, f 
exists and equals 0, then f is integrable (and Z(f) = 0). 
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EXAMPLE C. Again take X= N, but take 8 to be the family 9(N) of all 
subsets of N, and p to be a “density measure” on &, in the sense of 
[5]-that is, a (finitely additive) measure that extends the asymptotic den- 
sity. Again f = & (trivially) and it is easily seen that all boundedfunctions 
are integrable. We remark that ~1 can be chosen in such a way that Z(f) = 
lim, f whenever lim, f exists (and f is bounded); and a similar remark 
applies to other summation methods (cf. 19, Theorem 7, p. 1191). 
3. PROPER RIEMANN INTEGRATION 
IN A TOPOLOGICAL MEASURE SPACE 
3.1. In the Euclidean case (2.5) the measure p has a countably 
additive extension, to Lebesgue measure ;I; there is an underlying topology; 
and the topology and measure are well related. This “topological measure 
space” case has been studied by Marcus [7]. The situation can be 
summarized as follows. 
We suppose, in this section, that X is a topological space, g is the family 
of all Bore1 subsets of X, and i is a (non-negative)finite countably additive 
measure defined on g. We may (and do) assume that ;L is extended to the 
completion 3 of g with respect o A-null sets. As before, & is the set of all 
bounded real-valued functions on X. For f~ &, let o(f) denote the set of 
points at which f is discontinuous, and write %$, for the set of all f~ Y0 for 
which 1(0(f)) = 0. Define X’ to be the family of all A c X having i-null 
boundary Fr(A). Thus [8] in the Euclidean case 2 consists of the “Jordan 
measurable” sets, and &, consists of the “Riemann integrable” functions. 
Writing p for the restriction of A to X, we have the following 
generalization of the Euclidean situation. 
THEOREM. (1) A? is a (finitely additive) subfield of 8. 
(2) Y(X, PI = %I. 
(3) (2, p) is a Jordan field, in the sense of 2.8. 
(4) SF is the largest field 9 of subsets of X such that 9 c 8 and 
3(9?, l&q = %& 
(5) The a-field a-generated by 2 contains all the Baire subsets of X. 
Proof: The assertions (1) and (2) are proved by Marcus [7], and the 
deductions of (3) and (4) are straightforward. To prove (5) it suffices to 
show that each zero-set Z is in the a-field a-generated by %. We have 
Z = f ~ ‘(0) for some continuous f: X+ [0, 11. Since at most countably 
many values of t can have A(f - ‘( t)) > 0, we can take a sequence 
t,>t,> ‘.. >t,,> ... with t, +O as n -+ co, such that A(f -‘(t,))=O for 
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all n. Put A, =f-‘[0, t,]; then L(Fr(A,))=O, so A,EX for all n; and 
z= n, A,. 
Remark. The a-field o-generated by 2 need not, in general, contain all 
the Bore1 sets. One example showing this is provided by the space of 
ordinals do, , in the usual order-topology, with measure defined (for 
Bore1 B) by: ,iB = 1 if wr E B, 0 otherwise. Here 2, and the a-field it 
generates, coincide with the family of Baire sets; and {w, } is a Bore1 set 
that is not Baire. 
4. “IMPROPER” INTEGRATION 
4.1. The measure. Here, and in what follows, we drop the requirement 
that the measure p is finite (except, of course, where finiteness is explicitly 
assumed). We do not even require p to be a-finite, though we shall soon 
impose the (harmless) requirement hat p is determined by the sets of finite 
measure, in a sense made precise in (1) below. The set-up is now as follows. 
As before, 8 is a (finitely additive) field of subsets of a set X. The measure p 
is now a finitely additive, non-negative, extended-real-valued measure on 8. 
The ring of sets (in 8) of finite p is denoted by gO, and we use the 
temporary notations: for E E 8, 
~,,(E)=sup{@:A~$, Ad}, 
pL(E)=OifEE&, cc otherwise. 
Then both p,, and p1 are (finitely additive, extended-real) measures on 8, 
and p = pLo + pi; further, p,(A) = p(A) for all A E $. The definition of 
integral that we shall adopt (in 4.2) will make it depend solely on its values 
over sets in gO; thus the integral with respect to ~1 will be the same as the 
integral with respect o pO, and there is no real loss of generality in assum- 
ing p = pO. (In any case, integration with respect to pL1 is not of much 
interest.) Thus from now on we assume 
(1) for all EE&‘, p(E)=sup{p(A): AE&$ and ACE}. 
Incidentally, this property is implied by a-finiteness if p has a countably 
additive extension (though not in general; an ultratilter measure on 9(N), 
in the sense of [S], but taking the values 0 and co only, is o-finite but 
violates (1)). The corresponding inner measure p* is defined (as in 2.6) by 
&Y)=sup{$Z EE&‘,Ec Y> (YCX). 
From (1) we easily see that 
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(2) for all Y c X, p* Y = sup{@: A E &, A c Y}. The outer measure 
p* is defined analogously; but, because the analog of (2) does not hold for 
p*, we have little occasion to use it. 
(3) The inner measure properties (cf. 2.6(3)) p,( Y) 3 0, pL*( Y u Z) 3 
p,(Y) + p,(Z) if Y n Z = @, and YE 8 + p* Y = p Y continue to hold. 
Each E E d determines a subspace (E, gE, pLE) of (A’, 8, p), in which the 
field &E consists of the sets En H, HE B, and pLE = p 18”. In particular, if 
A E gO, then (A, &, pA) is a (finite) measure space of the kind considered in 
Section 2. We observe that, for all Yc A (E &$O), (pA)* Y= p* Y. Thus 
without risk of confusion we shall simplify the notation by referring to 
(A, gA, pA) as (A, 8, p), or simply A. The integral (of bounded functions) 
over A (E &O), as defined in Section 2, will be denoted by I,, or sometimes 
(to simplify printing) by I(A, ); and the corresponding family of integrable 
functions will be denoted by Y(A). 
We simplify the notation somewhat further after noting that (as an easy 
consequence of 2.4(c)) if A, BE L$, and A c B, and iffis a bounded function 
on B such that ,f(x) = 0 for every x E B\A, then f~ Y(B) o (fl A) E Y(A), 
and if these hold then Zn(flA) = Z,(f). Thus, in dealing with the integrals 
of bounded functions on sets of finite measure, we may as well assume that 
the functions are defined on all of X (extending them by giving them the 
value 0 where they were previously undefined); and we can then write (for 
A E $) "‘f E Y(A)” for “f 1 A E Y(A)“, and IA(f) for Z,(f IA). In particular, if 
A, BE $ and A c B, and f E .9(B), then (since fXA E 9(B)) we have 
f E .a(A ) and IA(f) = ZdfxA ). 
4.2. The integrable functions. The underlying idea, in the 
definition to be adopted, is to take 
where A ( E &,) -+ X, b + -co, r + +co, and the “cut-off’ function J< is 
defined by: bf(‘(x)=b if f(x)< 6, c if f(x) > c, and f(x) otherwise. 
However, it is technically more convenient to adopt a different, though 
equivalent, definition; the equivalence will be proved in 6.4 below. Since the 
definition is in any case one of “absolute” integration (there is no question 
of “Cauchy principal values”) it will be sufficient (and convenient) to 
restrict attention to non-negative functions. For the integral of an arbitrary 
real-valued function can then be defined to be j f ’ dp - j f - dp whenever 
this makes sense, where as usual f+(x) = max(f(x), 0) and f-(x) = 
- min(f(x), 0). Accordingly, throughout the rest of Section 4, fetters like 
f, g, h will denote non-negative real-valued functions, not necessarily boun- 
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ded. Thus now ,J’ is just min(f, c) (if c > 0) and we abbreviate it tof’. We 
say that f’ is “integrable over A,” where c > 0 and A E & to mean that 
f’[A EY(A)-that is, in the simplified notation introduced above, 
s’ E 9(A). And we say that f is integrable (over X) provided f’ is integrable 
over A, for all A E g0 and c > 0. When this is the case, we define the integral 
i,(f), or i(f) for short, to be sup{Z,(f’): A E$, c>O}, possibly infinite. 
(One could also write i(f) as Jxf dp, but this more perspicuous notation 
is also more cumbrous.) If i(f) is finite, we say that f is summable. The 
family of all (non-negative) integrable functions is denoted by 3(X), or 
by 3. 
Similarly, and more generally, we define (for a non-negative function f 
on EEL) fe$(E) to mean f”E.f(A) for all A ~8~ such that A c E; and 
when this holds we define i,(f) = sup{Z,(f ‘): c > 0, A E J$,, A c E}. Again 
we can simplify matters somewhat after noting that, if E, FE B and E c F, 
and if f is a (non-negative) function on F such that f I(F\E) = 0, then 
~E$(F)~~[EE$(E), and that if these hold then i,(flE)=fdf). Thus 
again, as at the end of 4.1, we may as well assume throughout that our 
(non-negative) functions are always defined on all of X, and write (if E E 8) 
“f~3(E)” for “‘~IEE$(E),” and f,(f) for i,(flE). 
The observation 
(1) ifAEJ$andfE$(A), then~,(f)=lim,,,Z,(f’) 
will be useful. 
Note that 1 extends I; more precisely, 
(2) iffisboundedandAE$, thenfE$(A)ifandonlyiffEY(A); 
and if these hold then IA(f) = ZA(f ). 
We also have (from the analogous property at the end of 4.1) 
(3) if E, FE&’ and EcF, and f EQ(F), then f EQ(E), and i,(f)= 
&(fxE). 
It follows at once that 
(4) if FE& and f EQ(F), then 
i~f)=sup{~,(f):E~c9,EcF}=sup{~,(f):A~$,AcF}. 
4.3. Elementary properties of the integral. The following are 
immediate from the definition: 
(1) If f E 3, there are sequences ci < c2 < . . . of positive numbers 
and A,cA,c ... of members of $ such that f” E 9(A,) for all n E ZV, and 
lim, .+ m Z(A,:f’.)=i(f). 
(2) If f is constant, f E 3. 
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(3) If EEL?, xE~<k. 
(4) fe ,$ if and only if f“ E .s for all c > 0, and then 
i(f) = sup{@‘): c> 0) =lim, _ x; i(f’). 
From (1) and 4.2(4) we see 
(5) if fE 3, there is a sequence A 1, A,, . . . of pairwise disjoint mem- 
bers of g0 such that Z(f) =Cz=, i(A,:,f). 
The next group of results are a little more tricky; we sketch the proofs. 
(6) If f, ge 3 then max(f,g), min(f, g), f+ g and uf, where a is a 
non-negative real number, are also in 3. 
This amounts to showing that these functions, when “cut off’ by c > 0, 
are integrable over every A E Eb. To do this, one verifies that 
(max(f, 8))” = max(f“, g”), and similarly for min. If u >O, (uf)‘= uf” 
where d = c/u. Finally (f + g)” = (f” + g”)‘, which is integrable over A. 
(7) If a, h are non-negative real numbers and f, ge .P, then 
f(uf+ hg) = d(f) + hf(g). 
The argument for (6) shows i(uf) =a@), so it is enough to show 
f(f+g)=@)+&g). If c>O and AE$, we have ZA(fC)+ZA(gC)= 
Z,(f” + g’) > ZA((f( + g’)‘) = ZA((f+ g)‘); on the other hand, 
ZA(f(’ + g“) d Z,(Cf + g)2’). Making c + cc and taking suprema with 
respect o A gives the result. 
(8) IffE$ and d>O, thenf-f”E$. 
Here one observes that, for c > 0, 
(f-fd)‘=f~+d-f~, 
which is integrable over every A E &,,. 
(9) IffE$ and EE&?, thenfXEE$. ForflEE3(E). 
Remark. The foregoing properties of d and 1 apply also to 2(F) and 
IF. for arbitrary FE b, by “relativization”-that is, by applying them to the 
subspace (F, 6, p) of (X, B, cl). 
One would expect (8) and (9) to hold in much greater 
generality-namely, that products and differences of integrable functions 
should be integrable. However, this is not true without some restrictions. 
For a counterexample, and some fairly general suficient conditions, see 6.1 
below. 
4.4. The extended Jordan field. When the measure ,u is infinite, 
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the properties listed in 2.7( 1) are no longer (in general) all equivalent; only 
the equivalence of the three last of them generalizes (see (9) below). Thus 
we define the “extended Jordan field,” 3(X, 6, p) or a(&?, CL) or 2 for 
short, to consist of all H c X such that XHE 2. That is, 
(1) HER if and only if HnAE2(A) for all AE$, where y(A) is 
the Jordan field defined as in 2.7 on the subspace A of X (more precisely, 
y(A) = f(&“, $), where 8’ = {En A: E E CC} and p’ = ~18’). As remarked 
above, the whole theory can be “relativized,” by applying it to E (E 8) 
instead of X, thus defining j(E). 
From (l), HER if and only if HcE and HnAEy(A) for each 
A E gO such that A c E. Thus we have, for H c X, 
(2) HER if and only if HnEE$(E) for all EE&‘; 
(3) if AEgo, j(A)=f(A). 
It is also evident that 
(4) > is a finitely additive field of subsets of X, and 2 2 8. 
The function that assigns to each HE 2 the value f(xH) is a finitely 
additive measure on 3, extending CL; we denote it by fi. From (3) we see 
that if PX is finite, then 2 = $ and so fi = ~1. In any case, however, the 
measures @ and ji give rise to the same inner measures p*, &., as we now 
show. Define 
Then we claim 
(5) if YcX, then fi,(Y)=sup{fiB: BE$~, Bc Y}=p*(Y). 
To prove (5), we first show 
(6) if H~j,fi(H)=p*(H). 
In fact, fiH= sup{Z,(~(A n H)): A E &,} where each A n H is in $(A), so 
from 2.7( 1) we can find F c A n H so that F E d and fluF is arbitrarily close 
to I,(X(An H)). Thus fiH= sup{@ FE&, Fc H} =p*H, by 4.1(2). 
The next step is to show 
(7) if Hcj, FH=sup(fiB: BE$& BcH}. 
In fact, (6) shows 
/2H= sup{/.& FE& Fc H} 
<sup{@B: BE&$, Bc H} 
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since & 3 $ and ,L? extends p. For the reverse inequality, given BE j. such 
that B c H, and given E > 0, we can apply (6) to B to obtain A E & such 
that pA>bB-& and AcB. Thus sup{bB: BE~$, BcH)<sup{pA: 
AEC& AC H} =p.+H=fiH, by (6). 
Now we return to (5). Here, by definition, p,(Y) = sup{kH: HE 2, 
Hc Y). But, because of (7), it is easy to see that this equals sup{fiB: 
BE,~$~, Bc Y}, which from (6) equals sup{p*(B): Bejob, Bc Y}. This is 
trivially <p.+.( Y), but is also >sup{p,(A): A E G!$, A c Y} = p,( Y); and the 
proof of (5) is complete. 
Remark. Of course, $0 3 $; in general $0 can be much bigger than $ 
(and 3 than Q). For example, if d is the field (finitely) generated by the 
intervals in the real line If& with usual measure p, then all members of & 
are bounded, but it is easy to produce unbounded sets in j$ (for instance, 
lJ{ [n, n + 2-“1, n E N}). This example also shows that a set in 3 (in fact, 
in jO) need not be approximable in measure by sets in d, as in 2.7( 1 )(a). 
Similarly, since pathological sets can now satisfy ,u* Y = p* Y = co, 2.7( 1 )(b) 
also no longer characterizes the (extended) Jordan field. However, the 
remaining properties in 2.7( 1) do yield satisfactory equivalences even when 
the measure is infinite. We have: 
(8) The following statements about a subset H of X are equivalent: 
(i) HE$; that is, ~HE$; 
(ii) p*(YnH)+p*(Y\H)=p*(Y) for all YcX, 
(iii) pL,(YnH)+&Y\H)=p,(Y) for all YcX. 
Thus the CaratheodoryyTopsoe “splitting lemma” is still valid. The proof 
is straighforward, and we leave it to the reader. 
Finally we observe: 
(9) (9, p) is complete with respect o null sets. 
For if fi*(Y)=O, we have Yc H,E~ (n= 1,2, . ..) where ji(ZZ,)+O as 
n + co. For each HEN and AEG?,,, O<Z,*(xY) <ZA(~H,), showing 
Z,*(xY)=O, so that xYE~(A) and Z,(xY)=O. Thus YE$ and fiY=O. 
4.5. The integral determined by (3, ji). The field 3, with measure 
fi, has all the properties assumed for d and ,n in 4.1-including 4.1(l), by 
4.4(7)-so it determines an integral as in 4.2. We denote the resulting 
family of (non-negative) integrable functions by $(j, p), and the integral 
by &$, .). As one would expect, however, these integrable functions coin- 
cide with those determined by (8, p), which form the set 3 = d(S, p), and 
the integrals are the same. This we now proceed to prove. 
Let &o(8) denote the set of all bounded (non-negative) real functions f 
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on X with the property: for all A E&,, flA EJ(A), which we write as 
9(A, 8, p) for emphasis; similarly let $(j) denote the set of all bounded 
(non-negative) f such that, for all BE $& j-1 B E Y( B, 3, ji), The first step is 
to show 
(1) dAA=&b(a. 
For g0 c A, and (by 2.7(4)) the I and y integrals agree on sets of finite 
measure so that (for all A E &J 
by 4.4( 1). 
Conversely, suppose ~EJ$(&), and let BE~~ and E > 0 be given. Then 
XBE d(&, 11) and f,(xB) = $3 < GO, so by 4.2(4) there exists EE d such that 
f,(xB) > jiB - E; that is, fi(E n B) > fiB - E. From 4.4(6) there exists A E d 
such that AcEnB and pA>$(EnB)-6. Thus AE$, AcB, and 
/i(B\A) < 2~. Now S is bounded; say 0 <f(x) < c for all x E X. Then since 
fxA 6 fxB G fxA + cx(B\A ) 
we have (where I, denotes the integral determined by (B, 2, fi)) 
The extremes here differ by less than ICE, showing that fl BE 9(B, 2, fi). 
Thus fe J$(,$). 
Now we can prove: 
(2) THEOREM. 3($.) fi) = d(E, p), and the integrals are the same. 
ProoJ Let f be given. By definition, SE 3($, fi) if and only if, for all 
c > 0, f E X0($). Similarly f~ 3(S, p) is equivalent to f’ E &o(d) for all 
c > 0; and from (1) these are equivalent. 
Now suppose f is integrable (in either sense, and hence in both). Then 
~tP,f,=suP{z,(~,f’):c>O,BE~} 
2 sup{Z,($, f ‘): c > 0, A E c&} since f& c A. 
But for each AE$, $(A)=$(A), so ZA($,fc) here is just Z,(j(A),f’), 
which by 2.7(4) is the same as I,(&, f’). This proves I@‘, f)>, i(&,f). 
Conversely, given BE A, the calculation proving (1) provides, for each 
e> 0, a set A E& such that (where Z refers to the integral determined by 
LA F)) 
Z,(F) 6 Z,(f’xA) + 2c.5 = IA + ICE. 
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As before, IA(f) coincides with the integral (off’ over A) determined by 
(8, p). Since E is an arbitrary positive number, this proves I,($, f’) 6 
f(F, f’), and thence i($,f) <i(&,f), completing the proof. 
As a corollary, we have j(j) = j; more precisely, 
(3) AA& PL)> I-i) = 3K PI. 
Thus the “extended Jordan fields” coincide with the (finitely additive) fields 
Z’“, with (finitely additive) measures v, that are “full” in the sense: (X, v) = 
$( (X’, v), v^). Of course, the extended Jordan fields of finite total measure 
are precisely the “Jordan fields” of 2.8. Like the Jordan fields, the extended 
Jordan fields are complete (4.4(9)), but not conversely (cf. 2.8). 
4.6. Some examples. 
To see that the usual “improper Riemann integral” of a non-negative 
function on the real line (or on a linear interval) is included in the present 
theory, first consider two simple cases. 
(i) 12 f(t) dt, where the ordinary Riemann integral jtf(t) dt exists 
for all b > 0, and the improper integral is, by definition, lim, _ m s{ f(t) dt, 
possibly infinite. 
Thus f is bounded on each interval [0,6], and the set of points of dis- 
continuity off in [0, b] has zero Lebesgue measure. Writing [w+ for the 
interval [0, co), we see that the set of points of discontinuity offin IF!+ has 
zero Lebesgue measure. In the setup of 4.1, we take d to be the field (of 
subsets of aB ‘) generated by the (finite) intervals, and p to be the usual 
measure (the restriction of Lebesgue measure to a). Here a set E E I has 
finite measure (that is, E $) if and only if it is bounded; consequently i(f) 
exists, and 
h-, = sup sup r,(Y) = sup 1.U) = :“,p, ilPf(f ) dt 
EE& r>o EE &, 
= lim b _ o. job f(t) dt = i,” f(t) dt in the usual sense. 
(ii) jh f(t) dt, where the ordinary Riemann integral ji f(t) dt exists 
for all 6 such that 0 < 6 < 1, and the improper integral is, by definition, 
lim 6 _ o+ fi f(t) dt, possibly infinite. 
Then S is bounded on each interval [ 6, 11, where 0 < 6 < 1, and has only 
a A-null set of points of discontinuity there. It follows that, for each c > 0, 
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f” has only a d-null set of points of discontinuity in [0, 11. Thus Z(j) exists 
and equals SUP,,~ j; f”( t) dt. Now, for each c > 0, 
making 6 + 0 shows f(f) Q jhf(t) dt. On the other hand, define c(6) = 
sup{f(x): 66x<l} for each 6 in (0, 1); then S~f(t)dt=S~f’(6)(f)dr~ 
j:, f”“)(t) dt < i(f), and making 6 + 0 shows [hf( t) dr d Z(f), proving 
equality in case (ii). 
It follows that the present approach also includes the usual “improper 
Riemann integral” of a non-negative function on the line, in the most 
general case usually considered, where integration is over a possibly infinite 
interval and there is a discrete (possibly infinite) set of “singularities” such 
that the integrand is bounded on each closed bounded interval that con- 
tains no singularity. For the improper integral can be expressed as the sum 
of integrals like (i) or (ii). 
All this applies only to non-negative functions; the present heory cannot 
cope with (for instance) 
s tC!!!!..?dx or s : (l/x) sin( l/x) dx 1 x 
(which are summable in the usual improper Riemann sense), since they are 
not absolutely summable. On the other hand, it does apply to some 
positive functions to which the usual “improper Riemann integral” does 
not apply because the singularities of the integrand form a dense-in-itself 
set. (For instance, starting with the usual “middle third” Cantor set C in 
[0, 11, it is not hard to define a positive functionf that is 1 on C, piecewise 
linear on each complementary interval of C, and unbounded in every 
neighborhood of each point of C, yet such that the integrals s: f’(t) dt 
(c > 0) are bounded. Then f(f) exists and is finite, but f is singular at each 
point of C. ) 
Thus, for non-negative functions on Iw, the present “improper Riemann 
integral” strictly includes the usual one. Of course, it is in turn strictly 
included in the Lebesgue integral. 
More generally, the results concerning topological measure spaces, in 
Section 3, extend without difficulty to infinite (but a-finite) measures and 
unbounded (but non-negative) functions. As in Section 3 we suppose that 
X is a topological space; d = @, the family of Bore1 subsets of X, 1 is a 
countably additive measure on 64Y, extended to the completion of SJ with 
respect o null sets; but now we assume that 2 is a-finite (instead of finite) 
and regular in the sense that, for all EE 528, 2.(E) = inf{I(G): G is open and 
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G 1 E}. It follows that X= U{ G,,: n E N}, where (for each n) i(G,,) is finite 
and G, is open. For each non-negative functionf on X we apply the results 
of Section 3 to ,f“’ (c > 0) and the subspace G, (n E N), and find that the 
results in the theorem of Section 3 remain valid here (except that the 
“Jordan field” must be replaced by the “extended Jordan field”). In 
particular, we have: 
(1) ,? = {J’: 1(Df)) = 0}, where D(f’) is the set of points at whichfis 
discontinuous, 
(2) d= {YcX: A(Fr(Y))=O}, 
(3) The o-field a-generated by 3 includes all the Baire sets (but not, 
in general, all Bore1 sets). 
We briefly consider the other examples mentioned in 2.9. In all of them, 
X=Nand pX= 1. 
EXAMPLE A. Here d consists of the linite and the cofinite sets, which 
have measures 0 and 1, respectively. The result 2.9( 1) extends to unboun- 
ded (but non-negative) functions, essentially unaltered, as follows: 
(4) In Example A, f is integrable if, and only if, lim,, Jc f(n) exists 
(possibly infinite); and then Z(f) = lim, _ x f(n). 
EXAMPLE B. Here B consists of the sets having asymptotic density 6 = 0 
or 1, and p = 6. Again the result is essentially unchanged; one can verify: 
(5) In Example B, f is integrable if, and only if, there exists a set E of 
density 1 such that lim f(n), as n + co in E, exists (possibly infinite); and 
this limit equals the integral, i(f ). 
EXAMPLE C. Here &= P(N), and p is a density measure. Again we 
have: 
(6) All (non-negative) functions are integrable. 
However, the remark at the end of 2.9 does not extend to unbounded 
functions; one cannot choose p so that f extends lim, . For there are 
functions f with positive lim, that vanish outside a set of density 0; such a 
function must have zero integral. 
5. INTEGRABILITY AND MEASURABILITY 
5.1. In general, if f is integrable over (X, r. p) in the present 
sense-that is, if f E 3(X, 5, ptthen f need not be “measurable” in the 
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traditional sense requiring the “spectral sets” f - ' [t, 00) to be in 6’ (or 3) 
for all t E IX This is so even for the classical Riemann integral SS: f (t) dt, as 
noted (e.g.) by Frink [l] with the example of a continuous function f on 
[0, l] that takes the value 1 precisely on a Cantor set of positive measure; 
here (x: f(x) > 1) is not in the Jordan field. To introduce the appropriate 
modilication of measurability, we first prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. With (X, 6, u) as in 4.1, suppose that 6’ is complete (with 
respect to null sets); and let $ be a real-valued function on X (negative values 
not excluded) such that, for all a, b E R with a < b, uL* 4-l [a, b] < co. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) The set of values of t E II%! for which rj - ’ [t, co ) E 8, is co-countable 
(that is, has countable complement in R). 
(2) The same as (l), but with [t, co) replaced by (t, CD). 
(3) (4) The same as (1) but with [t, 00) replaced by (-co, t], 
( - co, t), respectively. 
Proof First we show (1) implies (2). Put S= {SE [w: $-l(s) $8} and 
T= {t E R: Q ~’ [ t, co) E a}; by assumption R\T is countable, and it will 
suffice to prove that S is countable. Suppose not; then there exist a, b E R 
such that Sn (a, b) is uncountable; and (because T is dense) we may sup- 
pose a, bE T. Put H=d-‘[a, b)=4-‘[a, m)\b-‘[b, co); then HE& and 
pH< co. Take recursively a sequence of partitions P(l), P(2), . . . . of [a, b), 
with P(n) of the form a = u,,(n) < u,(n) < . . . < uk(n) = b (where k depends 
on n), in such a way that (a) each P(n + 1) refines P(n), (b) each u,(n) E T, 
(c) each interval [uip ,(n), u,(n)) of P(n) has length <(b -a)/n. Each 
s E (a, 6) is in a unique interval [uip ,(n), u,(n)) of P(n); call it U,(s), and 
put Q,(s)=&l(Un(s)). Then n{Q,(s): neN} =4-l(s). Also each 
Qn(s)~&, and Q1(s)~Q2(s)~ . . . . so that pQl(s)>pQz(s)3 . . . . We 
assert: 
(5) For all but countably many values of s in [a, b), 
lim pen(s) = 0. 
n-rm 
For otherwise the set S(E) of all s E [a, b) with lim, _ o. pQ,(s) > E will be 
infinite for some E > 0. Take an integer M> (~H)/E, and pick M distinct 
points si, s2, . . . . sM in S(E). If n is large enough, the intervals U,(s,), 
Un(s2), .. . . U,(s,) are all distinct (hence pairwise disjoint), and also each 
P(Qn(si)) > E (i = 1, 2, -s9 M). Thus pH>C {p(Qn(si): 1 <i< M} > 
EM > uH, a contradiction. This proves (5). 
It follows that, for all but countably many SE [a, b], u*(&l(s)) =0, 
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which implies (from completeness) d ‘(s)E&. But this contradicts the 
choice of a and 6, completing the proof. 
The implications (2) * (3) * (4) =P ( 1) follow routinely from ( 1) + (2). 
by complementation and by replacing 4 by -4. 
5.2. The assumption, in Theorem 5.1, that B is complete cannot be 
omitted, as the following example shows. Here X is the linear interval 
[0, l), d is the field consisting of finite unions of intervals of the form 
[a, b), /A is the usual (Lebesgue) measure, and d(x) = x. Then 
d-‘[t, co)EcF f or all t; but &‘(t, co) fails to be in d whenever O-CM 1. 
The assumption p* 4 -‘[a, b) < co cannot be omitted either. To see this, 
let X= [0, 1) again, but take d to be the field generated by the intervals 
[a, b) and the rational singletons. Let p be the “counting measure” defined 
by: @= cardinal of E if this is finite, CC otherwise; note that 4.1(l) is 
satisfied, and that d is (trivially) complete. With d(x) = x as before, 
f+-‘[t, co)EcF f or all t, but 4 ~ ‘(t, co) +! 6 if t is an irrational number in 
(0, 1). 
5.3. LEMMA. Let tj be as in the theorem of 5.1, and suppose (8, u) is an 
extended Jordan field of subsets of X (4.5). Let T= {t E 52: 4-l [t, 00) E 6). 
Then if T is dense in [w, it is co-countable. 
It is enough to show that, for fixed b E T, we have 4 ~ ’ [t,, 6) E & for each 
t, < b at which the increasing function pL* & I [t, b) of t is continuous on 
the left. Now if t, is such a number, and F > 0 is given, take t’ E T so that 
t’<t, and t’ is close enough to t,; then p*#-‘[t,, b)+E>uU*#P1[t’, b)= 
,&‘[t’, b) > p*&l[tO, b). Since this holds for all E > 0, it follows that 
and since (&, p) is extended Jordan, it follows that #-‘[to, b)E&?, as 
required. 
COROLLARY. In the theorem of 5.1, suppose further that (8, u) is an 
extended Jordan field. Then the 4 equivalent statements in the theorem are 
also equivalent to the 4 statements in which “co-countable” is replaced by 
“dense.” 
We shall say that a function satisfying all 8 of these conditions is “nearly 
b-measurable,” using this term, however, only when the assumptions of 
this corollary are fulfilled (so that the 8 conditions are all equivalent). 
Remark. The extra assumption that (8, p) is an extended Jordan field is 
needed for the lemma (and corollary); completeness i not enough. This is 
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shown by the following example. Take X= [w; let 8, be the field generated 
by the rational intervals, and take d to be the completion of 8, with respect 
to Lebesgue measure ,?, and p to be the restriction of 1 to 6. Again define 
d by d(x) =x (xEX). The set T of the lemma consists of the rational 
numbers, which of course are dense but not co-countable. 
5.4. The main theorem of this section (and of this paper) can now 
be stated: 
THEOREM. Let (2, b) be the extended Jordan field determined by 
(X, 6, u) (as in 4.4), and let f be a (non-negatioe) real function on X such 
that, for all t > 0, u* f ~ ’ [t, co ) is finite. Then the two following statements 
are equivalent : 
(1) f is integrable over X (in the improper Riemann sense defined in 
4.2); that is, fE,$(&) (=j($)); 
(2) f is nearly j-measurable. 
Further, if these equivalent conditions hold then 
(3) the integral i(f) (off over X) equals 
s f Pf-'Cc a)& 
this last integral being a Lebesgue (or improper Riemann) integral. 
Before proving the theorem, we remark that the equivalence of (1) and 
(2) goes back to Ridder [ 1 I, 123 and Frink [ 1 ] in the classical case; and 
(3) for “proper” Riemann integration, is stated by Topsee [ 14, p. 291 
(where, however, the necessary requirement hat f 30 has been inadver- 
tently omitted). However, the results for “improper” integration appear to 
be new. 
We remark further that, as is easily seen, the condition 
p,f - ’ [ t, 00) < cc for all t > 0 always holds when f is summable (that is, 
when f E 3 and f(f) is finite). Thus, even if this condition is not fulfilled, 
(1) will still imply (3), because both integrals in (3) will be infinite. 
As was remarked in the Introduction (Section l), the equality in (3) (the 
“ordinate set theorem”) would be an immediate consequence of Fubini’s 
theorem if the measure p were countably additive and a-finite. 
The proof of the theorem begins by establishing the special case in which 
ptx is finite; although this would follow easily from the (known) “proper” 
case, we give a proof in 5.5-5.6 since it is simple. The deduction of the 
general case occupies Sections 5.7-5.11; here a simple argument does not 
seem available. 
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5.5. Here we show: Jf‘ pLx< co. then 5.4( 1) implies 5.4(2) und 
conversely. Note that now (2, I*) reduces to (2, p), as in 2.7. 
Suppose ,f~.?. For each t>O, put H(t)=,f-‘[t, a)), and L= {t>O: 
p* H(t) is continuous on the left at t). As in 5.3, L is co-countable; we 
show H(t) E $ for all t E L. For 0 < s < t E L, define a function h on X by 
h(x) =,f“(x) -f“(x) (x E w; 
then (t-s) XH(t) <h < (t-s) xH(s), so (in the notation of 2.6) 
(t-s),u*H(t)dZ*h=I,hd(t-s)p*H(s). 
Since t E L, taking limits as s -+ t gives 
so H(t) E 2, as required. 
Conversely, suppose f is nearly f-measurable. With the notations 
H(g, t)=g-‘[t, co), T(g)= {t>O: H(g, t)~y}, we have that T(f) is co- 
countable (as a subset of [0, co)). It follows that, given c > 0, T(f”) is also 
co-countable. Hence, given E > 0, we can take t, , t,, . . . . t, E T(f) n Qf’) so 
that O=t,<t,<...<t,, l<c<t,, and ti-tt,+,<E for i=l,2 ,..., n. 
Noting that H(f”, to) 3 H(f’, t, ) 2 . 2 H(f”, t,) = @, we define Ki = 
H(f”, t, 1 )\H(f”, t;) and have that K,, K,, . . . . K,, form a partition of X into 
members of 2. Put 
g= i t;mm,XK;, h= -f tiXKi; 
,=I i= 1 
then g<f” d h, and (in the notation of Section 2 applied to (X, 2, p)) 
g, h E 9’ c 9 and Z(h - g) < E,u(X). Since this holds for all E > 0, we have 
f” E 9 for all c > 0, and thus f~ ,$. 
5.6. Still assuming pLx< co, suppose 5.4( 1) and 5.4(2) hold; we 
deduce 5.4(3). First suppose f is a step-function, of the form f= C{U,XA,: 
1 < i < n}, where the sets Ai form a partition of X into members of 6p, and 
a, 3 a23 ..., a, are non-negative real numbers. For each t > 0 and i< n we 
have that p(Ainfp’[t, co)) is p(Ai) if t<u,, 0 otherwise. Thus 
c,r /p’[t, al) dt = f Jrn p(Ainf-‘[t, co)) dt= i u,pAi= Z(f). i-1 O i=l 
Next suppose the integrable function f is merely bounded. Given E > 0, 
the argument in 5.5, there applied to f’, here provides %-measurable 
step-functions g, h ~9 such that gQ f < h and Z(h - g) < Ed. Then 
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pg-‘[t, co)<pf-‘[t, co)~$~‘[t, co), and these are monotone (hence 
integrable) functions of t. Integrating with respect to f from 0 to co, and 
applying the result just proved for step-functions, gives 
and since also Z(g) <Z(f) <Z(h) we see that Z(f) and Jr ,u-‘[t, co) dt 
differ by less than &p(x), for all E > 0. Thus we again have i(f) = Z(f) = 
“F$“;“;;‘~ 00 1 dt. 
suppose fed is arbitrary. By definition, i(f) = 
lim,. _ 3. Z(r). The bounded-function case just established shows Z(f”) = 
[& p( (f”) ~ ’ [t, cc )) dt since the integrand here is zero when t > c; and if t < c 
we have (f”)-‘[t, co)=f-‘[t, co). So Z(f”)=J;pf-‘[t, co)dt. Taking 
limits as c + cc finishes the proof. 
5.7. Now suppose ,uX= co. Before proving that 5.4( 1) still implies 
5.4(2), we need several emmas. First, we recall from 4.4(5) that p* = ,&. 
LEMMA 1. Given YC X, there exist pairwise disjoint sets B,, B,, . . . . in 
A, such that UnB,cYandC,fiB,=p*Y. 
From 4.1(2) we obtain sets A,, A,, . . . . in $ such that each A, c Y and 
,uA,,-+p*Yas n-+oO; and we may clearly suppose A, c A, c . . . . Define 
B, = A,\A,- i (with A, = 0); this establishes the lemma (in stronger form, 
since here B, E go c jO). 
LEMMA 2. Let Y and B,, B,, . . . . be as in Lemma 1, and suppose 
pL* Y < CO and LEA. Then pL*(L n Y) = C, fi(L n B). 
For each k E N, we have 
i P(LnB,,)=i(Ln$, B,)GP,(Ln Y)=p*Wn Y), 
n=l 
so that 
Suppose C, fi(L n B,) < p*(L n Y). Then (4.4(5)) there is Hc L n Y such 
that HE y. and /iH > 1, fi(L n B,). Now 
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,,L* Y = C /iB,, = 2 /i( B,, n H) + c fi(BJ,H) 
,, II ,I 
<jiH+&i(B,,\H)<p(, Y< z> 
since H, B,\H, B,\H, . . are pairwise disjoint members of &, contained in 
Y. Thus there must be equality throughout the foregoing calculation and, 
in particular, 
&Ii(B,nH)=bH>xfi(B,nL). 
n n 
Since B, n H c B, n L n Y = B, n L, this gives the desired contradiction. 
LEMMA 3. Given f E <y(j) and L E A, suppose A,, A,, . . . are pairwise 
disjoint members of $ such that f(f) = C,, f(A,? n L: f) (such sets A,, exist, 
by 4.3(5)). Suppose Z(f) < CD. Then 
&L:f)= f i(A,nL:f). 
,1= I 
The argument is similar to that for Lemma 2. 
Before stating the next lemma, we introduce some further notation. Sup- 
pose .L A,,A,,... are as in Lemma 3, and t 3 0. Write g,(t) = 
p*f-‘[t, c~),~(t)=~{p.JA,nf~~‘[t, oo)):n~N).Let Tdenotetheset of 
all t >O such that (a) g, and 2 are continuous at t and (b) 
A,nf -‘[t, co)~$~ for all HEN. 
LEMMA 4. T is co-countable in [IO, CD), and g,(t) = g(t) for all t E T. 
Proof: Since both g, and S are non-increasing functions, they are 
continuous except for (at most) countably many values of t. For each n, the 
finite-measure case of Theorem 5.4 (proved in 5.5 and 5.6) applies to the 
subspace A, to show A, n f - ‘[t, co) E 2, for all but a countable set of t. 
Thus T is co-countable. 
Now suppose teT. Then p*(A,,nf-‘[t, a))=@(A.nf-‘[t, oo)), for 
each n, and it easily follows that g(t) <g,(t). Suppose g(tl) < g,(tl) for 
some t, E T. Then there exists L E j0 such that L c f ~’ [t,, co) and 
,CL >g(t,). By continuity of g at t,, there exists ?,E (0, t,) such that 
g( to) < CL. We derive a contradiction as follows. 
Apply the finite-measure case of Theorem 5.4 to the conclusion of 
Lemma 3; we obtain-on writing F(t) = ,il(L n f -‘[t, GO)) and G(t) = 
C,,C(LnA,,nf-‘[t, co))-that f; F(t)dt=J,” G(t)dt< co. 
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Since Lcf-‘[It, 00) if t<t,, we have 
J r’F(t)dl=fi(L)(t,-ro); 10 
and similarly 
j”G(‘)dt=j”g(r)dr<&,)(tl-&,)</2(L)(r,-t,). 
10 (0 
But, for all t E T, we have F(t) > G(t) (by the same reasoning as that which 
showed g,(t) > g(t)). Thus 
jm F(t) dt> jm G(t) dt, 
0 0 
giving a contradiction. 
LEMMA 5. Under the hypotheses of Lemmas 3 and 4, the function h 
defined by h(t)=p,(Lnf-‘[t, 0~)) (~20) is continuous at each tE T. 
We prove continuity on the left (which is all that is actually used sub- 
sequently); continuity on the right would follow similarly. 
Given t, E T and E>O, take t,s(O, tr) so that g,(to)< g.+(t,)+s and 
S( to) < d( t 1 ) + E, which (from Lemma 4) equals g,( t I ) + E. Suppose 
t~(t,, 2,). Pick SE Tn(t,, t), and observe that O<h(t)-h(t,)< 
h(s)- h(t,). Thus it will suffice to show h(s)- h(t,) <E. By Lemma 4, 
g,(s) =2(s); that is, 
fif-‘[s, c~)=Cfi(A~nf~‘[s, co)); 
and similarly 
~f-‘h 4=Qw.nf-‘h Co)). 
Here Lemma 2 applies to the sets Y = f - ’ [s, co), B, = A,, n f - ’ [s, co), 
and L (note that p* f -‘[s, co)< cc because f(f)< co), giving 
fi(Lnf-‘[s, XI))= g fi(LnA,nf-‘[s, co)). 
n=l 
Similarly, 
fi(Lnf-‘[t,, oo))= f fi(LnA,nfP1[t,, CT))). 
n=l 
188 
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h(s)-h(t,)= i fi(LnA,,nf’ ‘[s,t,)) 
n = I 
<&w,,n.f- ‘Ch t,)) 
n 
= g(s) - lT(r, 1 
d g(h)) - at,) < 6, 
as required. 
5.8. Now we return to the proof of the implication (1) - (2) in the 
main theorem (5.4), beginning with a less restrictive but still special case: 
that in which f is summable. Suppose, then, that f~ s(j) and f(f) < co. 
Let T be the cocountable subset of [0, 00) used in Lemma 4 (5.7). We 
show that, for each tout, fP’[t,, CCI)E~~. In fact, for each YE$~, the 
function /A,( Ynf-‘[t, co)) oft is continuous at t,, by Lemma 5 (5.7). The 
argument in 5.5, applied to the subspace Y of A’, now proves that 
Ynf-‘[t, CXI)E~(Y); thus fP’[t, OX)E$. But also /i(f-‘[t, co))< co, 
because i(f) < co; whence fP ’ [t, co ) E 20, as asserted. 
5.9. To remove the remaining restriction, that i(j) < co, we need 
one further lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose g is a bounded integrable function; say 0 < g < M; 
and suppose p.Jg-‘(0, a))< CD. Then f(g) < co. 
ProoJ: Take a sequence A I c A, c ... of sets in j$O for which i(g) = 
lim, + 5c Z(A,,: g). From 5.5 applied to each A,, A,n g-‘[t, co)~A for all 
but countably many values of t. Hence, given E > 0, for each n E N we can 
take s,>O so that s,fi(A,,)<~ and A,ng-‘[s,, CO)EJ$. Thus 
ItA,: g)=Z(A,: gxg ~‘Cs,, m))+Z(A.: gxg-‘CO,s,)) 
<Z(A,:MX~-‘[~,, m))+Z(A:s,) 
<Mpg-‘Cs,, co)+s,fiA 
<m*g-‘(o, cO)+E, 
showing that i(g) d Mp, g-‘(0, cc) < co 
5.10. Now suppose merely that f satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 5.4(l); that is, f Ed, and pc,f -'[t, co)< co for all t>O. Let c, d 
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be arbitrary real numbers such that 0 < c < d ( < co), and write g =fd -f. 
We shall use the easily verified properties: 
(1) 830, and if c<t<d, then f-‘[t,co)=g-‘[t-c, co). Also 
g = fJ - (f ‘)‘, so (from 4.3(4) and 4.3(8)). 
(2) gd 
From (1) we have 
Thus Lemma 6 (5.9) applies, showing that f(g) < co. By 5.8 it follows that 
g is nearly j-measurable. 
For each n E N we apply the foregoing, taking d= n and c = l/n and 
writing g, for g. Thus there is a countable subset S,, of (0, co) such that 
g;‘[t, OO)E,$~ for all t~(0, EI)\S,. Put C,= {s+l/n: YES,} and 
C= U{ C,: n E N); this is a countable subset of (0, co). We show: for all 
tE (0, co)\C,f-‘[t, rn)E$. 
In fact, given t E (0, co)\C, take n so that l/n < t < n. From (l), 
f-‘Cv4=g,‘C - t l/n, co), where (because t+! C,) t - l/n I# S,. Thus 
f-'Ct>~)EYP, d h an t e proof that 5.4( 1) implies 5.4(2) is complete. 
5.11. It remains to prove, in the Theorem of 5.4, that (2) implies 
both (1) and (3). Suppose, then, that f is a (non-negative) function such 
that f -‘[t, M)E~~ for all t E D, a co-countable subset of (0, co). To prove 
that f is integrable, supose YE yO, and write f 1 Y as g, for short. Then, if 
t>O,~*g~‘[t,co)=~,(Ynf-‘[t,~~))andisthereforefinite;andift~D 
then g ~ ’ [t, ax) = Y n f - ’ [t, co) E $( Y). So, by the finite-measure case 
(5.5) applied to the subspace Y, we see that fl YE s( Y). for all YE jO, 
which proves f E I( 3) by definition. 
Now, by 4.3(5), there is a sequence of pairwise disjoint sets AI, A,, . . . . in 
$0 such that f(f) = C, f(A, : f ). From 5.6 applied to each A,,, we have 
i(&f14J=jm PWW’Ct, co)& 
0 
and thus 
If i(f) < co, Lemma 4 (5.7) shows that the integrand here ( = g(t) in the 
409/133/l-13 
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notation of that lemma) can be replaced by p,./’ ‘[t, 8~) dt, so that we 
have 
i(f) = [,' fi(f ' [t, CXJ )) dr. 
But if f(f) = x, we have (in the notation of 5.7, Lemma 4) sc g(t) dt = 
i(f)= a, where for all but countably many values of t we have 
S(t) < g,(t) = bf ’ [t, co ). It follows that j? fij’ ’ [t, co ) dt = CC = f(f) still, 
and the proof is complete. 
6. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF THE INTEGRAL 
6.1. Integrability of products and differences. In 4.3(S) and (9) it 
was observed that, in some very special cases, the product and difference of 
two integrable functions will be integrable. We now consider the situation 
more generally, supposing that ,f and g are non-negative functions in 
.9(X, 8, p), as in Section 4. First we note that fg and IS--g/ need nor be 
integrable (even if f>, g) without some restrictions; this is shown by the 
following example. 
In Example A (4.6), let .A g be defined by 
f(n) = 4 g(n) = (1 + ( - 1 )“)ln (n E N), 
and write h(n) =f(n) g(rz) = 1 + (- 1)“. Then (by 4.6(4)) both f and g are 
integrable, with i(f) = lim, _ ~ f(n) = CC and i(g) = lim, _ x g(n) = 0, but 
their product h is not. If instead we take f(n) = n + 1 + (- 1)” and g(n) = n 
we obtain an example in which f 2 g > 0 and f, g are integrable but f - g is 
not. However, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Supposef, g E *$(A’, 8, p) (in the sense of Section 4). If further 
we have that, for each E E d of finite p, 
(1) p(,(Enf-‘(t,co))-+Oandpc,(Eng-‘(t,co))+Oast+co,then 
(2) fgE.d(XQ,p) and If-glE.~(x,8,p). 
Remark. The proof depends heavily on the characterization of 
integrability given by the theorem of 5.4; it does not seem to follow easily 
from the definition. 
Proof From the way in which 3 is defined, it is enough to restrict 
attention to a fixed (but arbitrary) set E E c$, showing that the restrictions 
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offg and If- gl to E are in d(E). So we may as well assume ,uLx< co, and 
replace (1) by 
(1’) lim p,f-‘(t, co)=O= lim p*g-‘(t, co). 
,-CL I-02 
From the theorem of 5.4, both f -‘(t, cc ) and g - ‘(t, co) are in the Jor- 
dan field $ for all but countably many values of r. Thus, for each n E N, 
there is c,>O such that f -‘(c,, co) and g-‘(cnr co) are both in 3 and 
both have p-measure less than l/n. Put D,,=q(f-‘(c,,, co) u g-‘(c,, co)). 
Then D, E 2, and f, g are both bounded on D,; moreover they are 
integrable on D, (by 4.5). Write h = If- gl; by 2.4(2), h/D,, is integrable on 
D,. Write H(t) = h ~ ‘(t, a); by the theorem of 5.4 (applied to the subspace 
D,), there is a co-countable set T, c (0, co) such that H(t) n D, E 
~(D,)c,$ Put T=n{Tn: n E N}; this too is co-countable. To prove 
I.{- g/ E Y(X) it will sufice to show that each H(t) (t E T) is in 2. Suppose, 
then, t E T. 
Now H(t) n D, E f, and p*(H(t)\D,) < p(.X’jD,) < 2/n; so for all n E N 
we have 
doff d AH(t) n D,) + 2/n < p,H(t) + 2/n, 
and therefore p*H( t) = p* H( t) < co. Thus H(I) E 2, as required. 
An almost identical argument will show fg is integrable. (Or this can be 
deduced from the result for If- gl via the well-known trick 
?fg=(f+s)‘-(f-d2-) 
COROLLARY. Iff, g c $(X, 6, p) and f,(f) and f,(g) are finite for all 
EE F,, thenfg and If- gl are also in 3(X, 8, p). 
For (1) follows from the finiteness of the integrals. 
6.2. The integrability of fg also follows from that off and g under 
some alternative conditions. It holds, of course, iffand g are both bounded 
(from 2.4(2)). It can be shown to hold if either for g is both bounded and 
bounded away from 0, or if If- gJ is bounded. Similarly it can be shown 
that If- gJ will be integrable (if f and g are) provided either f or g is 
bounded. In all these cases, it suffices that the boundedness conditions hold 
when the functions are restricted to sets in &. 
When p has a countably addive extension forming a topological measure 
space as in Sections 3 and 4.6, no boundedness conditions are needed; fg 
and 1 f - gl will be integrable whenever f and g are, from 4.6( 1). 
409/133/l-13’ 
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6.3. Comparison with the D-integral. In [ 10, Chap. 43, an integral 
D j f & is defined, where f is a real-valued function on a set X (there 
denoted by Q) and p is a “charge” defined on a finitely additive field B 
(there denoted by 9) of subsets of X. It is shown (ibid., Theorem 4.4.13) 
that the theory can be reduced to the case of non-negative f and non- 
negative ZL; then p is exactly a “finitely additive measure” in the sense used 
in the present paper. The D-integral is first defined for “simple” functions 
defined on sets of finite Z.L; there (with the understanding that henceforth p 
is non-negative) it coincides completely with the “pre-integral” I, of 
Section 2. The extension to the general D-integral D ff & is made via a 
suitably approximating “determining sequence” of such simple functions. 
With the understanding that f too is non-negative, it can be shown that: 
(1) if f is bounded and p is finite, the D-integral coincides with the 
present integral Z; that is, f is D-integrable if and only if f ~3, and then 
Djfh=f(f). 
(2) If p is finite (but f is not necessarily bounded), then f is 
D-integrable if and only if f~ 3 and f(f) < cc; and then D J f d,u = !( f ). 
(3) Without these restrictions, if f is D-integrable then f E .? and 
D J f dp = i(f) < co; but f can be summable in the present sense (that is, 
f E 2 and i(f) < co) without being D-integrable. 
The verifications depend for the most part on constructing suitable 
“determining sequences.” For the last part of (3), we note that even in the 
case of the ordinary improper Riemann integral on the real line (cf. 4.6(i)) 
a bounded function can be integrable and with finite integral without being 
D-integrable. One such function, for example, is the characteristic function 
of the set U{[n,n+2P”]:nEN}. 
6.4. An alternative approach. As was stated in 4.2, there is an 
alternative and perhaps more natural method for defining the “improper 
Riemann integral,” using limits rather than suprema. Here we show that 
this leads to the same result. In this section, we drop the convention that the 
functions considered are non-negative. The theory developed in this paper 
can then be restated as follows (cf. 4.2). Writing f+(x) = max(f(x), 0), 
f-(x)= - min(f(x), 0), as usual, the set 9* of integrable functions con- 
sists of all f such that both f + and f - are in 3 and such that f(f +), f(f- ) 
are not both infinite. The integral I* is defined by Z*(f) =@‘)--i(fP). 
For the alternative definition, we write (for b, CE Iw such that b,<c) bf' 
for the “cut-off’ function, as in 4.2, and define the set 9’ of integrable 
functions to consist of all f such that (i) bfc~9(A) for all A E $ and 
all 6, c (with b < c), or one could equivalently require b < 0 cc) and 
(ii) lim A,b,c Z, (bf ‘) exists, possibly infinite. Here the limit is taken with 
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respect o the net (directed system) indexed by the ordered triples (A, 6, c), 
where AE&, b,cER, and b<c, and (A,,b,,c,)~(A,,b,,c,) means 
A, c A2, b, > b, and ci < c2. The value of the limit in (ii) is the “integral,” 
denoted by Z’(f). We state the equivalence of the two approaches as 
THEOREM. 9* = 9’ and Z* = I’. 
We begin the proof with the observations: 
(1) if b<O<c, then bf’=bfo+OfC=(f+)(‘-(f~)‘b’. 
It follows that, if further A E $ and f E Y(A), 
(2) z,4(bf “)=z,((f +)“)-z,4((f -)‘“I). 
Now let f E Y*, and suppose first that i(f ‘) and i(f -) are both finite. 
With A E go and b < 0 < c, we have lim,,,,, ZA((f + )“) = sup,., ZA((f +)C) = 
i(f ‘) and, similarly, limA,b,r ZA((f -)lbl) = i(f --); so, from (2) f E 9’ and 
Zyf)=i(f +,-f(f -)=Z*(f). 
If, however, one of I( f + ), i( f ~ ) is infinite, say i( f + ) = co, then I( f ~ ) is 
finite and the same reasoning proves limA,b,c I,( bf ‘) = co. Thus again f E 9’ 
and Z’(f)=Z*(f). 
The proof that, conversely, f E Y* if f E Y’, requires some preliminary 
steps. Say that f is “finitely integrable” provided, for all A E $ and c > 0, 
ZA(f + )” and ZA(f ~ )’ exist. The set of all finitely integrable functions we 
denote by <g”. Clearly 9’ c .f”. It is not hard to show: 
(3) IffE9” and i(f’)= co, and if K > 0 is given, there exist BE go 
and c > 0 such that (i) f(x) > 0 for all x E B and (ii) ZB(f ‘) > K. 
We deduce: 
(4) IffEY and i(f+)=m, then Z’(f)=m, for otherwise Z’(f) is 
either finite or - co. Suppose first Z’(f) is finite, say = k. There exist A, E $ 
and bo,coER, with b,<O<c,, such that k-l<Z,(bS’)<k+l for all A 
(E go), 6, c, with A 3 A,, b < b, and c 2 co. There are two subcases: 
(a) If Z,,(f +)= co, then lim,,, ZA,JOfC)= co, and from (2) we 
have 
zA,(b$c) = zA,(Of ‘) - IAi,((f - )Ib’), 
in which the last term is independent of c. By taking c large 
enough we get I,,(&) > k + 1, a contradiction. 
(b) If i,,(f + ) is finite, then i,,,(f + ) = co. By (3) applied to the 
subspace X\A,, there exist BE $ and c’ > 0 such that 
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B c flA, and f > 0 throughout B and Z,(f’ ) > 2; and we can 
assume c’ 3 cO. Put A = A, u B; then 
a contradiction. 
= Z,(.f”) + IA”(&) > k + 1, 
In the remaining case, Z’(f) = -co, the argument is similar but simpler. 
From (4) we now obtain 
(5) IffEY” and i(f+)=co=&--), thenS$.f’. For iffE9’, (4) 
shows Z’(f) = co. But (4) applied to -f also shows Z’(f) = -co, giving a 
contradiction. 
It follows from (5) that if .fE f’ then f~ f*; and, as shown above, we 
then have Z’(f) = Z*(f). 
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